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FUN



FUN FOR SPACE



Tradit ional FEC has changed 
tremendously,  cannot sat isfy new 

generation entertainment demand.

Not only curiousity,  but also exploration 
capabil ity and creativity cult ivat ion are 
becoming parents concern when they 

choose a playground or select 
commodity.

Interact ive Park is  beloved by market ,  

and the IP theme park’s demand for 

new technology is  also increasing. 
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Creating kids 
entertainment and  
technology leading 
brand
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Global Vision , Leading Industry

Brand
Introduction

WWW.GOOEST.NET

SALES 4500
PROJECTS 1800
CUSTOMERS 2000



Strong R & D Team

Gooest Tech has the largest R & D team in the 
industry, independently developing more than 
20+ mature products and more than 300 scenes, 
which can provide customers with a full range of 
customized services. The products are distributed 
in 58 countries and more than 500 cities around 
the world. And provide multilingual 7 X 24-hour 
warm heart online after-sales service.

Huge R & D team
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Comprehensive 
customized 

service
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Rich product 
categories
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High international
awareness
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Super landing
abil ity
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Stable product
quality
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Perfect after-sales
system
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FUNCTION

Decompression

Entertainment

Puzzle

Parent-Child 
Communication

Commercial 
Drainage

Cultivate 
Creativity

Enhanced Fitness

Improve The 
Children's 
Paradise

Product
Function

WWW.GOOEST.NET



Multiple scene selection
Multiple business matching
KidsDora Paradise can maximize the diversity of product portfol io to match different needs. At the same t ime, we wil l  

a lso give the most professional product matching scheme and recommend the most suitable products to you. 

We hope each product you choose can benefit  inf initely .

FEC

Naughty
cast le

Chain 
chi ldren's
paradise

Commercial 
Space

Real
estate
sales
center

Parent
child
Resort

Cultural 
Tourism

scenic spot

scenic spot
(the whole
parent-chi ld
Park invested
by the group)

C u l t u r a l  T o u r i s m
s c e n i c  s p o t

Theme
venue

Indoor
adorable
paradise

Aquarium 
Theme Pavi l ion

Applicat ion
Scenario
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Structure

WWW.GOOEST.NET

Single product: 16 models (Fun space, development training, creative puzzles)

                          kids sport products (to be developed)
01

KidsDora Park02

Fun Π World (Theme park: Ocean, Forest, Dinosaur, Ice and Snow, Space)03

Service: Solutions & Exclusive Customization04



FUN SPACE GAMES

01 Crazy Magic Ball            02 Dynamic Slide            03 Dynamic Trampoline

04 Dynamic ground            05 Grattifi World            06 Hogwarts Walls



FUN SPACE GAMES
Crazy Magic Ball

WWW.GOOEST.NET

CRAZY MAGIC 
BALL
Colorful balls pile into a sea,On the huge  screen, all 

kinds of scenes are constantly  changing, the 

combination of light and shadow  gives a beautiful fairy 

tale kingdom, where  there are lovely animals, beautiful 

plants, but  also not without dark power.Color ball  

incarnation props and weapons, hit a colorful  dream, 

protect the colorful innocence, exercise  a strong will and 

body, more can harvest

dimension: 4*3m / 7*3m



FUN SPACE GAMES
Dynamic Slide

WWW.GOOEST.NET

DYNAMIC SLIDE
Dynamic slide is based on traditional slide, combined with  

projection equipment and computer programs, to add  

more interactive experience. At the same time, the use of a  

variety of colors constitute all kinds of patterns, create a  

visual arts feast, to create a dreamy space for children. 

When children slide down the slide, they will interact with  

the patterns above, or bump into flying water, or bump 

into  scattered leaves. The scene will change at will and be 

fun.

dimension: 2.6*1.8m approx



FUN SPACE GAMES
Dynamic Trampoline

WWW.GOOEST.NET

DYNAMIC
TRAMPOLINE
A variety of characteristic theme  games are projected on 

the  traditional trampoline by projection,  so that children 

can participate in  different games while bouncing, and  

combine the traditional trampoline  with interactive 

games, so that  children can experience greater fun  in the 

game.

dimension: 2.4*1.8m ( net area)



FUN SPACE GAMES
Dynamic Ground

WWW.GOOEST.NET

DYNAMIC 
GROUND
When children enter the projected image  range, 

they can directly interact with the  virtual scene 

projected on the ground, and  various interactive 

effects will change with  their body movements, so 

that children can  relax their body and mind in the 

experience,  and their limbs can be stretched and  

exercised in the exercise. Novel dynamic  effect can 

attract and guide the visit of  stream of people 

necessarily, at the same  time good design and 

artistic effect can  increase interactive atmosphere.

dimension: 4*3m 



FUN SPACE GAMES
Painting World

WWW.GOOEST.NET

GRATTIFI
WORLD
Projected onto the huge wall, software system  and 

the projection device work together to  present the 

vast and shining green forest.

Children pick up the color brush to create  exclusive 

small animals, and put them into the  jungle by 

scanning, and they can interact with  them and play 

with them.

dimension:  7*3m



FUN SPACE GAMES

Hogwarts Walls

WWW.GOOEST.NET

HOGWARTS 
WALLS
The Wall of Hogwarts is a magical home. If you 

touch the image on the wall with  your finger, it 

will magically appear magic animation image.It 

is a mysterious gift  from Hogwarts. If you want 

to know its magic, you have to explore it 

yourself. From  the walls of the wizarding world, 

countless magical events will take place on the  

walls.Players trigger various magical animation 

images. 

The imagination will be  shown to the real world, 

for children to build a perfect imagination space

dimension:  7*3m

。



DEVELOPMENT 
TRAINNING GAMES

01 Happy Beat                 02 Adventure Bunny         03 Motion Game  



DEVELOPMENT TRAINNING GAMES

Happy Beat

WWW.GOOEST.NET

HAPPY
BEAT
This product is a real-time interactive games 

with props and screens. This game uses a point-

to-point method for character control. The 

game is suitable for school-age children and 

teenagers with different degree of difficulty. The 

screen of product is bright and colorful, and the 

characters are cute and kind. The game content 

is full of fun and challenging. Exercise the kid's 

willpower, concentration, and responsiveness. 

Cultivated the spirit of defying difficulties and 

brave challenges.

dimension: 4*3m 



Adventure Bunny

WWW.GOOEST.NET

ADVENTURE 
BUNNY

With the background in city, animals complete the 

game with anthropomorphic images and urban 

props. The pixel-style scenes are matched with 

simple and interesting interactive methods. It is an 

entertaining product tailor-made for the lively 

nature of children.

dimension: 4*3m

DEVELOPMENT TRAINNING GAMES



Motion Game

WWW.GOOEST.NET

MOTION 
GAME
It’s four-in-one game consists of "Animal 

Show", "Shadow Bounce Ball", "Fantasy World" 

and "Saving Whales". 

It covers somatosensory photos and games, 

which can be used for casual and fun.

dimension: 4*3m 

DEVELOPMENT TRAINNING GAMES



CREATIVE GAMES

01 Magic Lab                       02 Dino Age                     03 Reality Sea    

04 Fantasy Sand                  05 Magic cube                 06 Magic Painting  

07 Virtual Beach      



CREATIVE GAMES
Reality Sea

WWW.GOOEST.NET

REALITY
SEA
Magic Sea (realistic version) is a realistic 

painting game,  which can exercise children's 

cognition of colors and  understanding of 

sea creatures in the form of  incomplete free 

play, and can also interact with them  while 

drawing corresponding sea creatures, greatly  

enhancing playability.

dimension:  7*3m ( available for longer wall 

projection)



CREATIVE GAMES
Magic Painting-Dino Age

WWW.GOOEST.NET

MAGIC PAINTING-
DINO AGE
Age of Dinosaurs, as an interactive painting product, 

can  maintain high heat and viscosity with the 

theme of dinosaurs,  attracting a large number of 

children to experience.In the  experience process, it 

can not only exercise children's color  collocation 

and hands-on ability, but also help children master

some painting elements and science and science。

dimension:  7*3m (available for longer wall 

projection)



CREATIVE GAMES
Magic Painting-Magic Sea

WWW.GOOEST.NET

MAGIC PAINTING-
MAGIC SEA

Children can choose the look of animals they 

like and then use different painting tools & 

colors to change the color of the fish, making 

their unique animals. After completion, place 

it under the scanner to scan, then the drawn 

animals will magically appear on the large 

display screen and roam around vividly. You 

can also interact with the animals on the 

display side to exercise children's drawing 

and hands-on skills, which is endless fun.

dimension: 7*3m (available for longer wall 

projection)



CREATIVE GAMES
Magic Painting-Magic Forest

WWW.GOOEST.NET

MAGIC PAINTING-
ABSTRACT WORLD
Abstract animals run in the world of nature, children's heart is 

full of the desire to explore, the children themselves to create 

an abstract world of their own.

The game has a beautiful, dreamlike and gorgeous painting 

style.

All the images are hand-painted by sist technology. Among 

them, there are 19 kinds of animals, 11 kinds of colors that 

allow participants to describe and interact with each other 

(the other 8 are NPCS), nearly 30 kinds of plants and nearly 

100 kinds of special effects.

dimension: 7*3m (available for longer wall projection)



CREATIVE GAMES
Magic Painting-Happy Farm

WWW.GOOEST.NET

MAGIC 
PAINTING-
HAPPY FARM



CREATIVE GAMES
Virtual Beach

WWW.GOOEST.NET

VIRTUAL BEACH
Virtual beaches combine real beaches with software system  

and projection equipment to create a beautiful and tranquil  

beach scene.Here, parents and children can interact and play  

with the fish in the beach. They can also act as fishermen to  

catch small fish with a fishing net and put them in a fixed 

hole  to score points.

dimension: 4*3m / 7*3m



CREATIVE GAMES
Fantasy Sand

WWW.GOOEST.NET

FANTASY SAND
High hills, blue sea, slow-swimming fish and free-

flying  seagulls. Children turn into little sorcerers and 

pick up  the spade in hand to change the height and 

shape of  the sand , there will be volcanic eruptions, 

sea changes  and other geographical changes. Can 

obtain the game  fun, but also rich geographical 

knowledge.

dimension: 1.2 * 1.7m



CREATIVE GAMES
Magic Lab

WWW.GOOEST.NET

MAGIC LAB
Magic  Lab i s  a  mul t i - touch  in teract ive 

game.The product  digitizes traditional wall 

games,  supports children to freely create  

graphic structures by means of  established 

props or hand-  painted graffiti, and guides 

water   f low and other  e lements  to form  

interactive effects, so that  children can improve 

their   creat iv i ty  and hands-on abi l i ty  in  

exploration.

dimension:  55/65 inches



CREATIVE GAMES
Magic Cube

WWW.GOOEST.NET

MAGIC CUBE
Square blocks , as if by magic, in the  lighting , 

burst out infinite possibilities!  Follow one's 

heart to build a variety of  models, different 

forms highlight unique  charm! Gather your 

friends, join the party,  and have fun together!

dimension: 4*3m 



CREATIVE GAMES
KidsDora Park

WWW.GOOEST.NET

KIDS DORA PARK
Theme Solution V1.0



CREATIVE GAMES
Fun Π Theme Park

WWW.GOOEST.NET

FUN Π THEME PARK

KIDSDORADinosaur Theme Park KIDSDORASpace Theme Park

KIDSDORA V2.0恐龙主题公园

KIDSDORAOcean Theme Park

KIDSDORAForest Theme Park

Theme Solution V2.0



CREATIVE GAMES
Fun Π Theme Park

WWW.GOOEST.NET

FUN Π OCEAN THEME PARK

Magic Lab
Happy Beat

Reality Sea

Dynamic Ground



CASES



HAPPY VALLEY THEME PARK

CASE DISPLAY

WWW.GOOEST.NET

Beijing Happy Valley Theme Park

378 SPM    6 EXHIBITIONS

(    BEIJING)



OCTONAUTS IP CUSTOMIZATION
AR PHOTOGRAPHY, WHALE TREASURE,MAGIC PAINTING

CASE DISPLAY

WWW.GOOEST.NET

AR Photography, Whale Treasure, Magic Painting



FUN BOX

CASE DISPLAY

WWW.GOOEST.NET

FunBox 

Gooest Tech offers kids entertainment interactive solution and products for Funbox Sharjah, 

U.A.E., which includes floor, slide, trampoline projection, and wall projection games Magic Sea 

and Crazy Magic Ball. 



KIDS4FUN

CASE DISPLAY

WWW.GOOEST.NET

Kids4Fun

Gooest Tech customized a new park for KidzFun Brasil with 7 most popular shadow interactive 

products!They are Crazy magic ball,Magic Sea, Virtual Beach, Fantasy Sand, Dynamic Ground,Dynamic 

Slide,Dynamic Trampoline. A new case was born for the Gooest international market！



SERVICES



DESIGN & INSTALLATION
Free design

We offer free space design for our products to buyers after 
contracting and down payment.

Installation
Beside training, we offer cost effective installation, we only 
charge for a returned ticket from and back to China and 
technician lodging and accommodation at client’s end. We ship 
and install our products  anywhere on the planet EARTH.

Online technical support

Round the clock online support for all products software. 



点击输入标题
print the presentation and make it into a film a wider field

 Interactive Games for Kids Play Areas & Theme Parks



点击输入标题
print the presentation and make it into a film a wider field

1. 80-100sqm Kids Dora Solution

2. 100-200sqm Kids Dora Solution

3. 200-300sqm Kids Dora Solution



Products: approx 5-6 games

Budget: 20000-25000 EURO

Age: 2-7 years old

Places: FEC, kids center, mall kids 
playground, sensory play center, 
special edutainment center, retail, 
hotel kids playroom. 

Function:  Central control system,  
easy maintenance 







Products: approx 6-8 games

Budget: 25000-35000 EURO 

Age: 2-7 years old

Places: FEC, kids center, mall kids 
playground, sensory play center, 
special edutainment center, retail, 
hotel kids playroom, kids 
museum.

Function:  Central control system,  
easy maintenance 









Products: approx 8-10 games

Budget: 40000 - 45000 EURO

Age: 2-7 years old

Places: FEC, kids center, shopping 
mall kids playground, sensory 
play center, special edutainment 
center, kids museum, chain 
indoor park, 

Function:  Central control system,  
easy maintenance 









点击输入标题
print the presentation and make it into a film a wider field
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EASY MAINTENANCE FLEXIBLE OPERATION

YOUR BEST OPERATION HELPER

MANAGEMENT COST 

SAVING  



Park size: 150 ㎡

;

Products: 7 ;

Planning and design (150 ㎡)



Planning and design (150 ㎡)

Effect diagram Space diagram



Graphic planning(150 ㎡)

• Part1 : Magic Cube ;

• Part2 : Magic Sea ; 

• Part3 : Hogwarts wall ;

• Part4 : Crazy Magic Ball ;

• Part5 : Dynamic Ground ;

• Part6 : Dynamic Trampoline ;

• Part7 : Virtual Beach ;



Planning and design(300 ㎡)

Star Bache

Place: Dezhou,Shandong  ;

300㎡ Size: 300㎡ ;

Products: 5 ;

1. Dynamic Ground ; 2. Cartoon Magic Sea ;

3. Virtual Beach ; 4. Crazy Magic Ball ;

5. Dynamic Trampoline ;



Planning and design(300 ㎡)

• Part1 : Crazy Magic Ball ;

• Part2 : Magic Block ;

• Part3 : Artistic Ground ;

• Part4 : Virtual Beach ;

• Part5 : Magic Fireworks ;

• Part6 : Fantasy Sand ;

• Part7 : Climbing soft chair ;

• Part8 : Abstract World ;

• Part9 : Dynamic Trampoline ;

• Part10 : Magic Painting ;



7X24H SERVICE
Gooest always adhere to the service idea "Your 

Interests, we Interested". It takes the lead in 

launching "7x24 warm heart online" multilingual 

after sales service which effectively improves 

customer satisfaction through timely response from 

engineers and regular return visits.

REGULAR 
CHECK

7X24 HOURS
SERVICE

1 HOUR 
RESPONSE

7X24H 
HOT LINE

WWW.GOOEST.NET

We















































































































.com +971 4 518 2681 sales@magicviu.cominfo@v-studio.co
Tel: +966 12 206 8155
                54 993 3387
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